Abstract. The rapid growth of the Internet and support for interoperability protocols has increased the number of Web accessible sources, WebSources. Current wrapper mediator architectures need to be extended with a wrapper cost model (WCM) for WebSources that can estimate the response time (delays) to access sources as well as other relevant statistics. In this paper, we present a Web prediction tool (WebPT), a tool that is based on learning using query feedback from WebSources. The WebPT uses dimensions time of day, day, and quantity of data, to learn response times from a particular WebSource, and to predict the expected response time (delay) for some query. Experiment data was collected from several sources, and those dimensions that were significant in estimating the response time were determined. We then trained the WebPT on the collected data, to use the three dimensions mentioned above, and to predict the response time, as well as a confidence in the prediction. We describe the WebPT learning algorithms, and report on the WebPT learning for WebSources. Our research shows that we can improve the quality of learning by tuning the WebPT features, e.g., training the WebPT using a logarithm of the input training data; including significant dimensions in the WebPT; or changing the ordering of dimensions. A comparison of the WebPT with more traditional neural network (NN) learning has been performed, and we briefly report on the comparison. We then demonstrate how the WebPT prediction of delay may be used by a scrambling enabled optimizer. A scrambling algorithm identifies some critical points of delay, where it makes a decision to scramble (modify) a plan, to attempt to hide the expected delay by computing some other part of the plan that is unaffected by the delay. We explore the space of real delay at a WebSource, versus the WebPT prediction of this delay, with respect to critical points of delay in specific plans. We identify those cases where WebPT overestimation or underestimation of the real delay results in a penalty in the scrambling enabled optimizer, and those cases where there is no penalty. Using the experimental data and WebPT learning, we test how good the WebPT is in minimizing these penalties.
Introduction
The rapid growth of the Internet and Intranets, and the emergence of interchange formats, e.g., XML, that facilitate the exchange of data via the WWW and the HTTP protocol, has fueled the development of architectures based on wrappers and mediators [2, 14, 15, 18, 26, 28] , to provide access to heterogeneous WebSources. A challenge in scaling a mediator architecture for WebSources is the development of a wrapper cost model (WCM)) that can deal with the following drawbacks: first, there is a lack of accurate statistics, e.g., selectivity estimates for queries, knowledge about load on the server, access paths, and the cost of physical algorithms executed on WebSources. Second, there is little knowledge about the impact that dimensions such as time of day, day, network topology, etc., can have on the time to transfer the results. In this paper, we present a Web prediction tool (WebPT) that is sensitive to the dynamic nature of wide area networks, and assists the WCM to predict response times (delays) of accessing data from WebSources.
There has been some research on wide area traffic patterns for the Internet [22] . In [27] , statistical models are applied to measurements of service requests at proxy servers, to detect failure patterns. Models using metrics such as number of hops, ping timing, and http request service times have been studied, to compare performance among replication servers [21] . Our research is in a similar spirit; we use learning based on query feedback, to predict response times from a particular WebSource. There is increasing interest in developing benchmarks to compare WebSource performance [9, 24] . The parameters that are used here are low-level network and system parameters, and are specific to the server. They do not model the client or predict delays at the client. The Network Weather Service, NWS [29] , is a general facility that provides dynamic resource performance forecasts for wide area networks. It uses intrusive resource monitoring; a distributed set of sensors gather data on current network and server conditions. Such data could also be used to predict response time (delay) at WebSources.
Several solutions have been proposed for cost-based mediator query optimization; however, they have not considered the characteristics of WebSources. Research reported in [7, 8] assumes that calibration databases can be constructed on remote sources, i.e., they accept updates. A generic costmodel is calibrated by experiments on a calibrating database created in each source. The mediator system automatically populates and queries each remote calibrating database to instantiate the parameters of the cost-model. Unfortunately, most WebSources do not accept updates so it may not be feasible to construct a calibration database. The DISCO project [23] contacts wrappers to get the cost of each plan. DISCO assumes that the wrapper for each source provides a description of the available physical operators and their corresponding costs. However, most WebSources do not model or communicate such information. Research reported in [26] also assumes that costs for accessing data from sources is known a priori. The approach used by the HERMES system [2] can be adapted to model WebSources, since their model uses only query feedback. However, they do not develop a robust model for learning and prediction that can handle the unpredictable nature of wide area networks. To summarize, all these solutions for developing mediator cost models have the drawback that they either expect unavailable information from WebSources, or they do not deal with the somewhat unpredictable behavior of WebSources, due to unpredictable loads on the source and network, noise, etc.
There are two main contributions of our research, to solve the problem of query optimization in a mediator with WebSources. The first contribution is the development of a Web prediction tool (WebPT), that uses learning based on query feedback (of response time) to predict the response time for a query in a particular WebSource. Unlike models based on low-level network and server parameters, the WebPT learning is at a high level, using the dimensions time of day, day, and quantity of data transferred, to predict the response time for a particular query on a particular WebSource, and to determine a confidence in this prediction. The WebPT approach has some advantages over other learningbased techniques such as regression techniques or neural networks. One advantage is the simplicity of the WebPT prediction model and the flexibility provided by the WebPT to manipulate the parameters that control learning. A second advantage is that the WebPT can also learn when the dimensions may not be significant in predicting the response time, and where a (lack of) confidence in the WebPT prediction reflects the unpredictable nature of prediction for WebSources. Finally, the WebPT learning is online and there is no need for offline batch training. This is more suited to a dynamic and unpredictable environment that is unsuited for more traditional batch learning. This is reinforced by our initial results of comparing a WebPT with a batch-trained neural network.
The second contribution of our research is a study of how the delay or response time prediction by the WebPT may be used to enhance a traditional query optimizer. If an optimizer had perfect knowledge of the delay, then it can always identify the best plan. However, this knowledge is typically unavailable. A scrambling-enabled optimizer makes optimization decisions using estimated delays [25] . Such an optimizer has some critical points where it can use the estimated delay to make a decision to choose a different plan (which has the potential to hide the delay). We study how the WebPT prediction of estimated delay could be used by such an optimizer. We explore the space of real delay versus the WebPT prediction of this delay, with respect to specific plans. We identify those cases where WebPT overestimation or underestimation of the real delay is unsafe, and incurs a penalty by the scrambling-enabled optimizer, and those cases where the prediction error is safe, and there is no penalty. We note that in this research, we do not distinguish between time-to-first and time-to-last tuple. Both measures can provide important information about data delivery.
Query feedback was obtained from a number of WebSources. Statistical tests were used to determine those dimensions that were indeed significant in predicting the response time (delay) for a particular source. The WebPT was then trained on the collected data. Our experimental study shows two significant results with respect to WebPT learning. The first result is that the WebPT does learn, and that as it is trained, the (cumulative) error decreases, and the confidence in the prediction increases. The second result is that we can improve the quality of learning by tuning the WebPT features. These features include training the WebPT on the logarithm of the input data; including significant dimensions in the WebPT; and changing the ordering of significant dimensions in the WebPT. Using the experiment data and WebPT learning, we then test how good the WebPT prediction is in minimizing penalties of overestimation or underestimation of the real delay, when using a scramblingenabled optimizer.
This paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2, we introduce our architecture of a mediator for WebSources, and provide some examples motivating the importance of correctly estimating the response time (delay) in a WCM. In Sect. 3, we describe the WebPT structure and features to tune its learning. We then describe the WebPT learning process, and the technique for predicting the response time and the confidence in the prediction. In Sect. 4, we describe the experimental data collection task, and the analysis of the data, to determine those dimensions that are significant for particular WebSources. In Sect. 5, we report on training the WebPT, and the results of WebPT learning on WebSources. The performance of the WebPT prediction has been compared against more traditional neural network learning in [6] , and we briefly review this comparison.
In Sect. 6.1, we describe the technique of query scrambling, and discuss critical points during scrambling. In Sect. 6.2, we discuss the impact of WebPT overestimation and underestimation of the delay; the cases in which this can be done safely without incurring a penalty; and the cases in which there is a penalty. In Sect. 6.3, we use the WebPT prediction of delay, together with our experimental data, to determine how good the WebPT is in minimizing these penalties. Section 7 concludes. Consider the wrapper-mediator architecture of Fig. 1 . The architecture is similar to [11, 14, 19, 23] . The mediator is an extension of the Predator ORDBMS [20] , and uses the relational data model. WebWrappers [5] provide access to WebSources and reflect their limited capability. A Web query broker (WQBroker) provides interoperability between the Predator engine (in C++) and WebWrappers (in Java). The mediator has a capability-based rewriting (CBR) tool, which uses information about the capability of WebSources, when obtaining plans. A Web query optimizer drives a traditional relational optimizer to obtain plans for WebSources. The Predator catalog has been extended to accommodate cost metrics for WebSources.
A WebWrapper utilizes both simple and complex extractors [5] . Typically, a simple extractor is constructed corresponding to the format of some HTML or XML document, and extracts answers from it. A complex extractor may use the output of one or more extractors, where each extractor provides a subset of values used by the complex extractor. Complex extractors typically access multiple documents where each document may have links to other documents. A WebWrapper provides cost metrics that include relevant statistics and costs (delays) for a WebSource. To do so it uses a wrapper cost model (WCM), and a Web prediction tool (WebPT) that can estimate a response times (delays) for WebSources. Research reported in [30] demonstrates that the Web query optimizer performance is improved when it is provided with accurate statistics and delays for WebSources.
The wrapper cost model (WCM) maintains several statistics for a source. One statistic is the result cardinality, or the number of tuples returned by an extractor. A second statistic is the number of page access by a simple (or complex) extractor. A third statistic is the amount (quantity) of data that is downloaded by an extractor. All three statistics impact the cost of a mediator query and are used by the Fig. 1 show that there is considerable variance in response time, even for queries with similar result cardinalities, i.e., where the quantity of data in the result is similar. Typically, response time increases with result cardinality. Figure 3 plots the response time for a fairly complex query evaluated by the mediator on the ACM DL WebSource in February 1999. Details of the experiment setup are in [30] . The figure plots the total response time for some 30+ query executions, when the identical query, i.e., the identical query execution plan, was submitted to the source. The wide variation in time indicates that day and time of day may also be significant parameters that affect the response time.
Our experience with various sources indicates that the response time of a source can depend on multiple factors. These include the wrapper functionality, i.e., simple or complex extractors and query bindings; result cardinality; quantity of data; day; and the time of day that a query is processed. A good wrapper cost model will consider all these factors. In this paper, we focus on the WebPT, that uses query feedback to estimate response time for a query. We limit the WebPT to consider three dimensions: quantity of data, day, and time of day, to estimate the response time. Other significant statistics, e.g., result cardinality would be used directly in the cost formula(s) of the WCM.
The Web prediction tool (WebPT)
Our proposed tool, the WebPT, collects response times based on query feedback, and uses a simple learning technique to predict the response time for some query. For each prediction, the WebPT will also determine the confidence in that prediction. In this section, we describe the structure used to organize the query feedback for WebPT learning, and the features that are used to tune the learning algorithm. We then describe the learning algorithm and explain how the predicted response time and the confidence in the prediction is determined.
WebPT structure to organize feedback and features for tuning
Query feedback is organized for the WebPT in a nested structure as in Fig. 4 . The structure is determined by (1) a set of dimensions; (2) the ordering of dimensions; and (3) the ranges/ scales of dimensions. The WebPT that we use has the following three dimensions: quantity of data, day and time. We note that we can easily extend the WebPT with additional dimensions. The dimensions and their ranges/scales are as follows:
-The day of the week. This dimension has a range of seven days, and the minimum scale for this dimension was chosen as one day. -The time of day. This dimension has a range of 24 h, and the minimum scale for this dimension was chosen as 1 h. -The quantity of data that is transferred. This dimension does not have a fixed range. Based on our experimental data, the minimum scale that we chose was multiples of 50 kB, and the range was 0-800 kB.
A WebPT will choose some particular ordering of these dimensions. In Fig. 4 , the ordering is day-time-quantity, where day is picked to be the most significant dimension. In our experiments in a later section, we discuss the impact of the ordering on the WebPT learning. 1 The ordering and the minimum scale for the dimensions will determine the actual WebPT structure.
The initial structure to organize the query feedback consists of one cell, and the range of its dimensions correspond to the ranges described above. A predicted response time P redRT and a confidence pred conf are associated with each cell, with initial (default) values. This cell will be split as more query feedback qf b arrives and the prediction and confidence will be updated to reflect the incoming qf b.
During the learning process, each qf b is labeled by a value for time, day and quantity, and response time QryRT . The values for time, day and quantity of the incoming qf b will be used to identify the matching cell of the WebPT structure. This cell will be associated with a predicted response time P redRT . The WebPT learning process will decide, based on the query response time, QryRT of qf b, and the current predicted P redRT and confidence pred conf of the matching cell, to either split this matching cell, or to adjust the P redRT and the confidence for this matching cell.
Consider the WebPT structure of qf b of Fig. 4 Fig. 5 , and we will describe the cell splitting process shortly.
For simplicity of explanation, we assume that the cell splitting will split the matching cell into two cells, and it will split the range of the selected dimension of the matching cell into two equal ranges for the two cells. This is illustrated in Fig. 5 . However, we note that in our implementation, cell splitting is often more complicated. A cell may sometimes be split into 3 cells rather than two cells, if the incoming qf b happens to occur in the middle of the range of that dimension on which the split is to be made.
The minimum scale of each of the dimensions will determine the (final) structure when we can no longer split a cell into more cells, on any dimension. For example, when the time dimension has been split into 24 cells, each with a 1 h range, then no further splitting on that dimension is possible.
The ordering of dimensions and scale of the dimensions can be used to control (tune) the learning process. Three other features that are also used to control the learning are as follows:
-The allowed deviation dev of the error in response time.
This value of dev is specified for each dimension. The relative error of the qf b compared to the matching cell is err = |QryRT −P redRT | QryRT . The allowed deviation for each dimension is used to determine if the matching cell should be split on that dimension, when qf b is received, and will be explained later. Cell.max will depend on the particular cell and the scale for some WebPT dimension, e.g., the minimum scale for time is 1 h. The smaller the range of the individual cell, compared to the range of the dimension, the greater is the precision. The initial precision for the initial single cell WebPT is 0 for each dimension. The precision will be a factor in determining the confidence in the predicted response time for that cell.
-The confidence window conf win which is selected for each dimension. Confidence is in the range 0.0-1.0 and the confidence window can be selected within that range. A typical window is (0.3, 0.7).
Learning in the WebPT based on query feedback
In this section, we describe various design decisions that were taken to control WebPT learning. A comparison of the WebPT learning with other techniques such CART [4] and neural networks [12] is discussed, after we present results of the WebPT evaluation. Figure 6 describes the simple learning algorithm for the WebPT. Each query feedback qf b is labeled by a value for day, time, and quantity. It also has a response time QryRT . The matching WebPT cell whose dimensions match qf b is identified. This cell is described by a current prediction P redRT , and current confidence pred conf , for each dimension.
The first task is to determine the error of the qf b with respect to the matching cell. Recall that a particular WebPT is characterized by an ordering ord of the dimensions, and each of these dimensions is described by an allowed deviation dev. Starting from the most significant dimension in ord, we compare the error err of that qf b, to the allowed deviation dev, for that dimension. Suppose err is more than dev. Then, if it is possible, i.e., the cell is not at the minimum scale for that dimension, the cell is split on that dimension. Thus, the most significant dimension is tested first in the splitting algorithm. Recall that for simplicity, we assume that the split is into two cells, and each cell has equal range. Only one of the (split) cells will now match the dimensions of the qf b. The new P redRT for this new cell is set to QryRT and the new pred conf is 0. The values of P redRT and pred conf of the other split cell remain unchanged since the qf b no longer matches that cell.
If indeed there is a split on one dimension, then the learning algorithm will be called recursively, for each subsequent dimension, in decreasing order of significance ord. Again, depending on dev for each dimension, a decision must be made whether to split the new cell, on the next most significant dimension, into further new cells.
We can now explain how the WebPT structure of qf b of Suppose instead that err is less than the allowed deviation dev of some dimension of that cell, or that the cell cannot be split any further on that dimension. In this case, we adjust the P redRT and pred conf for that cell to reflect the incoming new qf b. The process is as follows:
First Since precision is always in the range 0.0-1.0, the confidence qry conf will also be in that range. Once the qry conf for new qf b is determined, then the P redRT and the pred conf for the matching cell must be recalculated to reflect the new qf b and new qry conf . We discuss several cases as follows:
1. Both pred conf and qry conf are low and occur in the lower range of conf win, the confidence window for the dimension. This typically occurs in the initial learning stages or when there is noise. The values for P redRT and pred conf depend on the values for err, qry conf and the previous pred conf of this cell, as follows: a) Suppose either (i) err is large, compared to the deviation dev for this dimension, and pred conf > qry conf , or (ii) err is small, compared to dev, but pred conf < qry conf . In both cases, the new value of PredRT is as follows:
Here the weighted average depends on the values for qry conf and pred conf . The new confidence for the cell is the average of pred conf and qry conf . Our intent here is to adjust the P redRT and pred conf slowly, since we do not have much confidence in the previous values in the cell or the new qf b.
b) If the above condition is not true, then either err is comparatively low, i.e., QryRT and P redRT are a close match, or the value of pred conf is comparatively high. In both cases, the confidence in the cell's prediction should be increased since the new qf b reinforces the previous prediction. The confidence pred conf may be increased using a weighted average:
where N umberOf V alues is the number of prior qf b values that were used to learn the previous P redRT . Denoting N umberOf V alues * pred conf as N conf , the new P redRT is calculated as follows.
Here we have used a weighted average that depends on the values for qry conf and pred conf as well as the number of prior qf b used in the previous prediction. Using such a weighted average slows WebPT learning, but has the advantage of making the WebPT less sensitive to noise. 2. The qry conf occurs below conf win but pred conf is in conf win or higher. This occurs when there is some spurious noise, after some learning. We say there has been learning since pred conf is high. The P redRT and pred conf are adjusted using the expressions for case (1b) just described, i.e., the cell's previous prediction is still considered to be a good prediction. We note that since qry conf is below conf win, the adjusted pred conf will be lower than before receiving new qf b. Suppose that this new qf b is indeed noise. Then, few values in the buffer for that cell may match this new qf b if the noise is not sustained. Now, N umM atchingBuf f er and qry conf would be low. Thus, pred conf will reduce slowly and P redRT will also change slowly, and this is the desired behavior.
Suppose instead that there has been a long burst of noise. Then, the N umM atchingBuf f er may be higher, and qry conf may also be higher than desired. In this case, noise has the potential to interfere with WebPT learning. We note that this is true of any learning, with noisy training data. 3. Both pred conf and qry conf are high and within or above conf win. This is a refining stage of the learning and the new pred conf will be increased. The values of P redRT and pred conf are adjusted using the expressions of case (1b) above. 4. There are several cases that should not occur. For example, it cannot be the case that both pred conf and qry conf are high and within or above conf win, but err is (comparatively) large. This would indicate that the WebPT has entered an unstable state. We do not provide details here but refer the reader to [10] .
The choice of smoothing function that was selected to obtain the predicted response time P redRT may appear to be somewhat simple or ad hoc, compared to more sophisticated techniques used by neural networks or curve-fitting techniques. To justify our design choices, we refer to our study of the WebPT behavior during training. Using the error in prediction and the pred conf for different WebPT, we can illustrate that the behavior of the WebPT, as it is trained, corroborates that the design choices made in our learning algorithm do indeed reflect learning. We further note that a confidence in the prediction is not typically provided by other learning techniques, e.g., a neural network. We can also use the prediction confidence to determine when the learning is poor, for e.g., due to noisy training data.
Finally, in this discussion of WebPT learning, we refer to the P redRT and QryRT . Our research indicates that training the WebPT on the logarithm of the QryRT of qf b is superior to using the actual unscaled values of QryRT . Similar results are shown by other learning techniques as well. In the next section, we illustrate the behavior of the WebPT, trained using the logarithm of QryRT , as well as using the actual value. A majority of the WebPT experiments will reflect training on the logarithm of the QryRT .
In contrast to the technique described above to determine the estimated response time using some confidence estimates, an alternative approach is to use simple averaging. In additional experiments that are not reported in this paper, we observed that averaging does provide reasonable predictions, when there is small variance in the measured response times. This is a characteristic of particular sources. However, in the experiments and sources reported in the paper, the WebPT prediction, when calculated as described in this section, was superior or comparable to averaging.
Experiment data collection and analysis for WebSources
Experimental qf b were collected from various sources, to be used in an experimental evaluation of the WebPT. Our experiment used the Java URLConnection class [16] , and the http protocol to download files from WebSources. We set the flag setUseCaches to false, so that the file would always be loaded from the WebSource. We used the Java class Calendar to time the experiment.
We accessed two kinds of sources. One class was university servers; their country location, server URL, and the label to refer to this WebSource is as follows:
Brazil www.lbd.dcc.ufmg.br (BR), Australia broncho.ct.monash.edu.au (OZ), Canada www.cs.toronto.edu (UT), France www-rodin.inria.fr (INR), and USA www.umiacs.umd.edu (UM).
For these servers, the impact of network load was typically more severe, compared to the workload on the servers. Brazil and Australia had typically much longer response times. From these servers, we were able to request files of pre-selected size ranging from 100 kB to 800 kB.
The second class of server was commercial servers. They included the NBC news server, www.msnbc.com (NBC), which is aliased to four servers on the same subnet; the news server for the Le Monde French daily, www.lemonde.fr (LeM); and a weather server, www.weather.com (WTH), which is aliased to two servers on different networks. Although these URLs were sometimes aliased to multiple physical servers, we made a decision to treat a server URL as a single WebSource, and estimate the response time at the client, for the single logical WebSource 3 . For the commercial servers, server workload was also a factor that could affect response time. Since we were not able to place preselected files on these servers, we identified gif files varying in size from 50 kB to 800 kB. However, on some servers, e.g., www.lemonde.fr, we could not locate many large files.
The data collection experiment was as follows. At timed intervals, our data collection program randomly selected one or more files located at the source, downloaded the file, and recorded the response time, i.e., the elapsed time to download the page, using the http protocol, and to stream the page into program memory. The client was a machine within the University of Maryland domain umiacs.umd.edu. This domain is connected to its ISP via a high-speed DS3 line with a maximum bandwidth of 27 Mbps. Data from all these sources was collected from June through October 1998. Additional data was collected from some sources from February through May 1999.
The experiment data analyzed in this study was the time to download a single file. However, in related work [30] , we measure response times for queries submitted to wrappers for WebSources where multiple files may be downloaded. For example Fig. 3 in Sect. 2 is the response time for a fairly complex query submitted to the WebSource http://www.acm.org/dl. Figure 7 shows some sample response time collected from OZ for some 3100+ qf b. It has been sorted by (increasing) quantity. The emerging pattern indicates that the dimension quantity is significant with respect to the response time 4 . We analyzed the collected data using the χ 2 contingency test for categorical data, to determine if the dimensions day, quantity and time, were significant, with respect to the response time. We performed the test on the pairs of variables, day and response time, quantity and response time, etc. We briefly describe how the data was pre-analyzed to prepare it for testing, and then present the summarized results of our analysis in Fig. 8 . The test required us to prepare contingency tables, where one axis of the table was the response time and the other axis was the WebPT dimension. Since the χ 2 test is applied to categorical data, we needed to identify appropriate categories for each dimension and for the response time. The number of categories for the WebPT dimension day was 7, and it was 8 for time, where we considered contiguous 3 h blocks from 12 a.m. to midnight 6 . Determining the categories for quantity was more complex. In some sites, we had 8 categories, (less than 100 kB, 100 to 200 kB,· · ·, greater than 700 kB). In other sites, where all the files were less than 100 kB, we could not test the effect of this dimension. The most critical task was identifying the categories for the response time, since the response times varied widely among all the sources. Our first step in identifying the categories was eliminating outlier data. This was either the very small or the very large values. We had a large number of cases where the http request timed out. The outlier data was eliminated recursively, starting from both the largest and the smallest values, and eliminating them if the response times values were not close to some significant number of other values that were recorded, in the sample. Once the typical range (min, max) was identified for that source, we divided the response time into 3 categories, small, medium and large. The division of the range is identified by 3 integers, e.g., 30-30-40. Thus, the small response time are values in the range (0, min + (max-min)*.3), etc. We tested our data with a variety of ranges for the integers, e.g., 25-50-25, to determine sensitivity to this choice. The degrees of freedom for the contingency tables varied, depending on the dimensions of the table. We used an α of 0.01 to make a determination of significance, i.e., a level of 99% confidence in the test, and we tested that we had sufficient sample size in each cell of the contingency table.
We performed four analyses of the data, leading to four sets of observations, labeled O1 to O4 in Fig. 8 . In observations O1, we did not consider outlier data outside the typical range of (min,max) for the WebSource. However, in many cases, when the request timed out, it implied that the response time was indeed very large. Thus, in the observations labeled O2, we considered all the timed out instances as large response times.
We present the (summarized) results of our analysis in Fig. 8 . We identify when a dimension is significant (YES) or is not significant (NO), in predicting the response time, for the source. A symbol ? in the table indicates that we could not determine if the dimension was significant. A N/A value indicates that this test could not be performed due to lack of sufficient data 7 . Based on our analysis, the dimension quantity was significant for all of the sources 8 . In observation O1, time was significant for BR and WTH. Day was not significant for any of the WebSources. When we also considered outlier data in O2, additional dimensions became significant. The dimension day was significant for INR, LeM, OZ and WTH, and time was significant for all WebSources except OZ and UM.
The χ 2 test value for quantity indicated that the significance of this dimension could overshadow the other dimensions. To further analyze the data, we minimized the effect of quantity on the response time. Thus, in O3, we only considered response times for large files, greater than 500 kB, and in O4, we only considered response times for small files. less than 300 kB. The results indicate that when we minimized the effect of quantity, the significance of time and day was more clearly identified, e.g., for INRIA, a possibly significant result for dimension day and time in O1 was proved to be a yes in O3 and O4. For OZ a nonsignificant result on day in O1 became significant in O3 and O4.
Details of the χ 2 contingency test values from which we drew our conclusions for observation O2 are in Appendix A. The complete data analysis is in [10] .
Results of WebPT learning with experimental data
We describe the results of WebPT learning, to predict the response time, for the WebSources described above. Our experimental study shows two significant results. The first result is that the WebPT does learn, and that as it is trained, the prediction error decreases, and the confidence in the prediction increases. The second result is that we can improve the quality of learning by tuning the WebPT features. By training the WebPT on the logarithm of the training data we can reduce the prediction error. The WebPT learning is also improved with the inclusion of those dimensions that are found to be significant, for some source, determined in the previous analysis of the data, or a good ordering of those dimensions that are significant. Conversely, the WebPT learning is worse when significant dimensions are not included, or with a poor ordering. A comparison of the WebPT with the more sophisticated neural network learning has shown that the WebPT performance is comparable and we briefly review the results here. We use the (absolute) relative error |QryRT −P redRT | QryRT to track WebPT learning. A better indicator to characterize the learning process is the cumulative mean squared relative error (msre). This expression is
N is the number of predictions. We also report on the confidence in the prediction pred conf , as appropriate.
WebPT learning
Our first result that the WebPT does learn is shown in Fig. 9a , which shows relative error, and in Fig. 9b , which shows cumulative msre. The WebPT was trained on approximately 6000+ experimental qf b from the WebSource OZ, i.e., queries from the United States of America to Australia.
We note that outliers were eliminated in the training data. The figure corresponds to a WebPT with ordering time and day or Q-D. As can be seen, both relative error and cumulative msre are initially quite significant, as the WebPT starts learning. However, after about 2000 qf b, the cumulative msre gradually stabilizes. After about 4000 qf b, the cumulative msre has almost leveled off, indicating that learning is occurring very slowly at this point and the WebPT learning has stabilized. Figure 9c shows the WebPT confidence in its prediction. As can be observed, the initial confidence is low, corresponding to a high cumulative msre. As the cumulative msre decreases, the confidence correspondingly increases, and remains fairly high (between 0.85 and 0.95).
A similar pattern of WebPT learning is observed for WebSources UT and UM (accesses from our own local server) in Fig. 9d . Again, outliers were eliminated in the training data. We note that the cumulative msre indicates that the learning with some 4000+ queries for UT and UM is as good or better, as for OZ with 6000+ qf b. The training data for UT and UM had less variance (was less noisy) compared to the training data for OZ and this may explain the better learning behavior.
We note that a WebPT with three dimensions, with the range and scale of dimensions used in our experiments, has a maximum of 3360 cells, in the innermost dimension of the ordering, if the values of qf b response time had led to maximum splitting on all dimensions. Thus, a training set of approximately 4000+ qf b, as in UT and UM, is considered to be a sparse training set. Typically, the WebPT does not split to the maximum number of cells.
Related research on neural network learning has shown that training a learning algorithm on the logarithm of the input data has a number of benefits. For example, using the logarithm has the effect of reducing the impact of noise or other outliers. Further, if we examine our expressions for calculating P redRT , it is evident that manipulating the logarithm of the response times has the effect of reducing the learning rate, i.e., the geometric mean of two values (corresponding to the average of two logarithms) changes at a slower rate, in comparison to the arithmetic mean (corresponding to the average of two actual values).
We trained the WebPT on the logarithm of the response times of qf b. A comparison of the cumulative error when training the WebPT on the logarithm of the QryRT (log mode on), and on the actual values of QryRT (log mode off) are in Fig. 10a . With the log mode on, the cumulative error reduces much more rapidly, and after some 1000+ qf b the learning has leveled off. The cumulative error is significantly lower, compared to the log mode off, after training on some 6000+ qf b.
The confidence for training the WebPT with log mode on is in Fig. 10b . We observe that the confidence behaves as expected, i.e., it is initially low and increases as cumulative msre decreases. However, we note that with log mode on, the confidence levels off between 0.70 and 0.85, which is much lower than for the WebPT with log mode off. Ironically, the cumulative msre is lower for the WebPT with log mode on.
We can explain this apparent anomaly. The prediction confidence is dependent on the number of matching buf qf b The logarithm of a range of values varies less than the values themselves. Thus, with the log mode on, the range of values in the buffer, i.e., the logarithm of QryRT , is much lower, compared to the WebPT with log mode off, where we consider the actual values of QryRT in the buffer. This had the overall effect of allowing the WebPT to strictly control matching in the buffer, with log mode on. In turn, this resulted in a lower confidence, with log mode on. We expect to further study the confidence in the prediction and the factors that can be used to control its value.
Effect of ordering of the dimensions on learning
We now show that a correct ordering of dimensions, that matches those dimensions found to be significant for some WebSource, can improve WebPT learning. Omission of those dimensions that are found to be significant, or a poor ordering, has a negative impact on WebPT learning. We consider the WebSource OZ, for which time and day were the most significant dimensions. Figure 11a shows the WebPT learning, using the cumulative msre, for ordering Q-D, i.e., when time is the most significant dimension, and then for D-Q. This figure corresponds to the log mode on, i.e., the WebPT was trained on the logarithm of the response times. As is clearly indicated, the ordering Q-D is superior. Our statistical analysis of the data indicates that time is the most significant dimension, and has the greatest impact on predicting the response time, in particular for sources OZ and BR, where response times are often very large. This figure shows that the poor ordering D-Q, with respect to the significant dimension time, had a negative impact on the WebPT learning. Figure 11c shows the WebPT learning, for orderings Q-D and D-Q, with the log mode off, i.e., the WebPT was trained on the absolute values of the response times. The same behavior pattern where the ordering Q-D is superior is observed. The cumulative error for both Q-D and D-Q is slightly higher, with the log mode off. In these experiments, the impact of training using the logarithm of the response time is not as significant, and this is because neither of the the orderings Q-D or D-Q is the best WebPT for this WebSource. Figure 11b shows the WebPT learning for the ordering Q-D and compares it with the ordering Q-T, using the cumulative msre. Recall that day was also a significant dimension for the dataset OZ. Thus, the prediction of ordering Q-T, which does not consider the dimension day, is somewhat poor, compared to the WebPT with ordering Q-D, which does consider the dimension day. This indicates that omitting a significant dimension, day, has a negative impact on the WebPT learning. We further note that compared to Fig. 11a , the WebPT with ordering Q-T performs better than the WebPT with ordering D-Q. This shows that the omission of a significant dimension, day, appears to have less impact, compared to the error of a poor ordering D-Q, with respect to the very significant dimension, time. This is consistent with our understanding of significance of the dimensions in prediction. Figure 11d compares the ordering Q-D and Q-T, with log mode off, and was included for completeness.
Finally, in Fig. 12 , we consider the WebPT with orderings Q-D-T, Q-T-D and Q-D. In this experiment, we consider WebPT training with the log mode on. Our statistical analysis showed that time was the most significant dimension and day was also significant. The WebPT with ordering Q-D-T is observer to perform better than Q-D. While our statistical tests did not provide a clear indication that the dimension time was significant for OZ, our WebPT learning seems to indicate that the inclusion of this dimension does provide a slight benefit in the learning. We also see the effect of a poor ordering. While the ordering Q-T-D includes the two significant dimensions time and day, there is a poor ordering of day with respect to time, i.e., Q-T-D instead of Q-D-T, since day is more significant. This has a negative effect on the learning. Thus, the WebPT with ordering Q-D-T performed better than the WebPT with ordering Q-T-D.
Evaluation of the trained WebPT
Finally, we tested the WebPT performance on test data, after training it on some training data. Both test and training data were obtained in a similar manner during our data collection. For this experiment, we trained the WebPT by sending it some initial qf b from the WebSource. Once the WebPT was trained, we no longer allowed the WebPT to learn using the testing qf b. Figure 13a shows the cumulative msre after the WebPT (with log mode off) was trained with different sizes (approximately 300, 1500 and 6000 qf b) of training data. Figure 13b shows the results for the WebPT with log mode on.
As indicated in Fig. 13a , when the training data was fairly small, e.g., 300 qf b, the WebPT is not stable and the error is greater. Our previous experiment (Fig. 9) indicated that the WebPT with log mode off started stabilizing after approximately 2000 qf b. Thus, the WebPT prediction improves after training it on larger sets of qf b. With the log mode on (Fig. 10) , we observed that the cumulative error reduced much more rapidly, and that the WebPT learned well after some 1000 qf b. This is observed in Fig. 13b , with log mode on. Even with smaller training sets, the WebPT performance with log mode on is seen to be superior.
A statistical analysis of the relative error for the last 100 predictions (after training) compared to an initial 100 predictions (during training) showed that the mean and median for the last 100 were very close, indicating stability in the prediction. For example, quantile plots of the relative error of prediction for a WebPT with log mode off, for the first 100 and the last 100 predictions are in Fig. 14a . It clearly indicates that learning has occurred. The corresponding results in Fig. 14b are for a WebPT with log mode on. Since learning occurs more rapidly, we observe that the error is lower overall. Details are in [10] .
Comparison with other learning techniques
We now consider other learning techniques. CART [4] is a classification and regression algorithm. Using a set of classification variables, it adopts a binary recursive splitting, and successively partitions the data into discrete subgroups, based on each possibly relevant variable, until further splitting is infeasible. CART is also sensitive to the ordering of variables. In comparison, the WebPT learning is less complex, since it identifies a split directly, using a fixed allowed deviation value for each dimension. This is less costly than the regression that is performed by CART to determine the split. We further note that the WebPT can split a range into multiple subranges (cells), and it provides other tuning features such as precision of each dimension. In addition, the WebPT uses the confidence window, and the buffer of qf b in each cell, to overcome the effects of noise.
The WebPT learning resembles the classification task to some extent, in that the splitting tends to cluster the data on the different dimensions. However, we note that the WebPT does not really perform clustering. For example, suppose there were several qf b in a cell, whose range for time was 0-3 a.m., and suppose all the qf b were actually collected between 2 a.m. and 3 a.m., and there was no qf b at other times. Then, the WebPT, unlike a clustering algorithm, would not form a cell with range 2 a.m.-3 a.m. for time, since it would have no qf b to split this cell. WebPT learning resembles the learning in HERMES [2] . HERMES performs offline summarization of query response times, using information on the domain of attributes, query bindings and selectivity. HERMES does not model the unpredictable nature of WebSources, where user loads and network loads impact the response time. In related research, the Network Weather Service [29] facility provides various statistics that could be used to augment the WebPT prediction. Compared to the WebPT learning, neural networks [12] typically exhibit a sophisticated learning behavior. However, a neural network is very sensitive to the training data, since it does not allow direct manipulation of the training process. In contrast, the WebPT learning, while simple, allowed us to directly manipulate features that controlled the learning, enabling us to better understand the behavior of the experimental data itself. In [6] , an extensive performance comparison was made of the WebPT learning, with a batch trained (offline) neural network (NN), and an (online) neural network (per-pattern learning). Both were backpropagation NN and were implemented using the MATLAB Neural Network Toolbox [1] . They were trained on the logarithm of the response times of the qf b. We chose to compare the WebPT with an online perpattern trained NN because the learning paradigm was similar in both cases, e.g., the training data is presented once and learning is online. While the per-pattern NN learning is appropriate in a dynamic environment, where there is a large variance of response times, and possibly inadequate training data, such learning is not characteristic of an NN. Further, per-pattern learning is very sensitive to the learning rate that is chosen. A batch-trained NN is more robust since it can exploit adaptive learning techniques, where the learning rate is adjusted to speed up training, while keeping learning stable. We briefly describe one experiment to compare the WebPT with the offline NN and the online NN and refer the reader to [6] for details. Figure 15a plots number of queries versus percent error to compare the WebPT with the batch-trained offline NN, and Fig. 15b compares the per-pattern trained online NN with the offline NN. Both NN and the WebPT were trained on some 2300 + qf b, and then tested on some 600 qf b. The data was from OZ with the outlier data removed. As is seen in Fig. 15a , the WebPT (online) prediction was superior, and outperforms the more sophisticated batch-trained offline NN. Figure 15b shows a relation between the per-pattern online NN and the offline NN. Here we observe that the per-pattern online NN performs much worse than the offline NN, and thus, much worse than the WebPT. This comparison, while not very detailed, reinforces a very interesting observation. The more sophisticated batch training of the offline NN appeared not to have much advantage for this task of learning response times from WebSources. Some factors are the unstable environment, where there is wide variance of response times, and where the training data is possibly noisy. We now consider some factors that could affect WebPT performance. As is clear from the results, tuning the WebPT parameters could affect its performance. This is consistent with other learning techniques. Our experimental experience, from working with the sources described in this paper, is that the WebPT parameters do not require significant tuning and adjustment. The exception is when a particular parameter has a significant impact on the prediction, e.g., in our experiments, quantity of data. In this case, some effort must be made to tune this parameter. It is also possible that some tuning can be automated based on query feedback.
It is also possible that the WebPT prediction may benefit from some smoothing that combined qf b from adjacent cells, when the confidence in the prediction was not very high. Additionally, when a cell was split, it is possible to maintain a history (offline) of all the matching qf b and recompute the confidence and prediction for both cells. These factors will be considered in future work on the WebPT.
Query scrambling using the WebPT prediction
In this section, we first introduce the query scrambling (QS) technique for optimization. We then describe how the WebPT prediction of delay (response time) can be used in the QS algorithm. Next, we present a number of experiments demonstrating how well the WebPT prediction benefits QS.
Query scrambling
Query scrambling [3, 25] is a query optimization technique to combat the unexpected delay problem in wide area networks; such delay results in the unavailability of data residing at a remote site. Reasons for the delay include network congestion, overload at the server, a physical disconnection, etc. Modern query optimizers produce plans statically, and cannot account for unexpected delays. The delay may linearly increase the query response time (RT), compared to the statically determined RT.
QS tries to modify a plan dynamically, to perform other work which does not directly depend on the delayed relation, so as to hide the effect of delay. The QS algorithm first looks for query plan subtrees which are unaffected by the delay, and tries to reschedule the current plan to execute the unaffected subtree first; this is the Rescheduling Phase. In the case that there are no unaffected subtrees identified in the current plan, the QS algorithm may create new operators, for example, joins of relations which were not joined in the original plan; this is the Operator Synthesis Phase. The QS algorithm proceeds in several iterations, or scrambling steps. Each step may produce a new, and commonly more expensive plan, but whose response time may be less, in the presence of delay. In [25] , they only consider initial delays on one relation. However, the approach can be generalized to more complex cases. The general behavior of RT, when QS is utilized, is shown in Fig. 16 , which plots response time (RT) versus delay 9 . RT i is the response time of the initial plan with no delay. With delay and no QS, RT i will increase linearly with delay. Each vertical step in the graph labeled QS corresponds to a scrambling step and switches to a new plan. All lines parallel to the line labeled RT = Delay, e.g., the line labeled RT = RT i + Delay indicates that no scrambling occurs, and the QS algorithm preserves the current plan.
Impact of WebPT delay prediction on query scrambling
At each scrambling step, the QS algorithm must base its decision on knowledge of the expected delay. The delay when a scrambling decision is made is a critical point with a critical delay CrD. The value of the WebPT prediction of the expected delay, ED, the real delay RD, and the critical delay CrD, all play a significant role in determining how the WebPT prediction can affect the choice of the QS algorithm. To simplify our presentation, we consider a simple query with two alternative plans and one point of critical delay, as seen in Fig. 17a . We can generalize to more complex queries in a straightforward manner as is seen later.
Consider an initial (optimal) query plan P i , and a new plan P s , which is suboptimal but can hide some delay. RT i is the response time of P i assuming no delay, and RT s is the initial response time for P s . In general, CrD is a function of RT s and RT i , and can be determined to be RT s − RT i , where we ignore the relative costs of the plans. 9 We consider the ED optimization strategy for QS which we felt was best suited for our study [25] .
A perfect prediction scenario is the case when ED = RD. When prediction is imperfect, i.e., ED / = RD, we may expect to make a poor scrambling decision. However, what is significant, is that even though the prediction is imperfect, the prediction error could be safe, with no penalty associated with an imperfect prediction. Conversely, the prediction error could be unsafe and could lead to underestimation or overestimation penalties. This distinction is crucial in evaluating the quality of WebPT prediction in the context of query scrambling.
We now describe the relationship between ED, RD and CrD, and their influence on the choice of the QS algorithm. The first case is when the prediction error | RD − ED | is safe, and there is no penalty. The situation is portrayed in Fig. 17b , and is the case when ED and RD occur on the same side of CrD.
CrD & ED ≥ CrD, the scrambler is insensitive to the prediction error. In the first case, QS chooses the initial plan P i , and in the second case, QS chooses P s .
QS is insensitive to prediction error. In the first case, QS chooses the new plan P s , and in the second case QS chooses initial plan P i .
Next, we discuss the case where the prediction error is unsafe and there is a penalty.
-ED < RD (Fig. 18a) .
This is an underestimation error of the WebPT prediction which causes an underestimation penalty of prediction. The value of the penalty E under is equal to (
For a delay RD, the better plan is P s , but due to WebPT prediction of ED, the QS algorithm chooses P i and incurs a penalty. -ED > RD (Fig. 18b) .
This is an overestimation error of the WebPT prediction, which causes an overestimation penalty of prediction. The value of the penalty E over = RT s − (RT i + RD) = (RT s −RT i )−RD = CrD−RD. For a delay of RD, the better plan is P i , but due to WebPT prediction of ED, the QS algorithm chooses P s and incurs the penalty.
Note that the values of both penalties E under and E over depend on CrD and RD, and is independent of RT i and RT s . We will use this property later, in Sect. 6.3, to estimate the quality of WebPT prediction. We can characterize the quality of WebPT delay prediction in the context of query scrambling as follows: a good WebPT prediction has to minimize both underestimation and overestimation penalties. In the next section, we consider how well the WebPT performs on experiment data. What is critical is that while the WebPT prediction may be imperfect, the prediction error could be safe and there could be no penalty.
Experimental evaluation of the WebPT prediction
The experimental evaluation was performed using a simulator of a distributed query processing environment, with a two-phase randomized query optimizer [13] . The simulator is described in [25] . The QS algorithm is implemented on top of the simulator. The query processing environment has a query site, which executes queries, and data sites, that store relations used in queries. It assumes each relation is located in a different data site. All joins are executed using the hybrid hash join method [17] . The query site has 300 pages of memory and the page size is 4096 bytes. All simulation parameters are defined as in [25] . We assume the SMALL relation is delayed. The initial plan with cost of 673.61 s, is a hash join, where the left (inner) relation is SMALL. The alternative and suboptimal plan with cost of 690.73 s, has the left (inner) relation as LARGE. The cost difference for the two plans, for the simulation environment described above is around 17 s, and this is the only scrambling opportunity, i.e., CrD = 17sec. Table 1 has 16 WebPT predictions, using the data collection OZ and training with log mode off. We report on the result of the QS algorithms using the WebPT prediction of real delay, i.e., if the prediction error was safe, or lead to a penalty of either overestimation or underestimation. We purposefully obtained this sample of WebPT prediction in an early stage of learning, when the prediction error was significant, to give us an opportunity to study the penalties of WebPT prediction error. We also limited ourselves to response times and WebPT predictions for files in particular range of sizes, so that the range of response times (and WebPT predictions) was in the same approximate range as the critical delay. Figure 19a represents the critical delay for this query. Figure 19b plots two response time curves. For the first curve, labeled ED = RD, the simulator uses the perfect prediction. For the second curve, labeled W ebP T −based ED, the simulator uses the WebPT prediction of ED. Referring to Table 1 , test #3 leads to an underestimation penalty, and tests #2, #4, #6, #8,#9,#11,#13, #15 and #16 lead to overestimation penalties. In all other tests, the prediction errors were safe and there were no penalties. In Fig. 19b , the 10 predictions that incurred penalties are shown as deviations from the curve labeled ED = RD.
Large scale testing of the WebPT prediction penalty
To facilitate the ease of large scale testing, with thousands of WebPT predictions, we exploit the fact that once the critical delay is obtained for a plan, then the safe WebPT prediction error, and the values for E under and E over , for an unsafe prediction error, can be directly calculated, based on the value of CrD and RD. This was discussed in Sect. 6.2. Thus, we used the simulator to generate plans, perform scrambling, and evaluate the critical delay points. We could then determine the quality of using the WebPT prediction directly, using the RD and WebPT prediction. In the following tests, we used the WebPT prediction for the data collection OZ. In each experiment, we limited ourselves to response times and WebPT predictions for files in some limited range of sizes, so that the range of response times (and WebPT predictions) was in the same approximate range as the corresponding critical delay for the plans that were chosen. In both test cases, we used some 3100+ qf b and WebPT predictions from the OZ dataset.
Result of the WebPT prediction penalty on query Qx4
We consider a 4-way join query, Qx4, whose statistics, initial plan P i , and first scrambled plan P s are in Fig. 20 . We also assume a projectivity of 0.2 for each relation. The cost of the initial plan for Qx4 is 1527.03 seconds. The cost of the scrambled plan is 1559.07 seconds. Thus, the first critical delay CrD occurs at approximately 32 s. Table 2 represents the results of testing the WebPT prediction penalty. The first row represents the entire sample of 3100+ predictions. There were 795 cases that resulted in penalty, 412 were unsafe underestimation errors, and 383 were unsafe overestimation errors. We note that the total underestimation penalty is more significant in comparison to the total overestimation penalty. When we consider the first 1000 predictions, we note that the total penalty incurred is a significant proportion of the total penalty for the total sample. Thus, when we consider either the last 500 WebPT predictions, or the last 100, we see that the number of errors is small, and the total penalty is a small fraction of the total penalty for the total sample. This indicates that as the WebPT learns, the total penalty due to unsafe estimation error decreases significantly. The statistics for the relations, the initial plan P i , and the first scrambled plan P s , is in Fig. 21 .
As before, we consider that there is one delayed relation PART. The critical delay at the first scrambling step that is considered by the simulator occurs at approximately 21 s. Table 3 presents the results of the WebPT predictions. While 170 of the 509 unsafe predictions occurred in the first 1000 predictions, the total penalty for the first 1000 predictions is significant, compared to the total penalty for the total sample. Although there were 72 unsafe predictions in the last 500 WebPT predictions, the total penalty of 906172.0 ms was smaller compared to the first 1000 predictions. The total penalty in the last 100 predictions was also insignificant in comparison.
We conclude that the WebPT learning can be characterized as very good, from the perspective of minimizing the total penalty incurred by the QS algorithm, when QS uses the WebPT prediction for the real delay.
Conclusion
In this paper, we report on the WebPT, a tool which uses query feedback from WebSources to predict response time (delay) and confidence in the prediction. We test the WebPT on experiment data collected from several WebSources. We report on the features of WebPT learning, which improves with training on the logarithm of the response time (training data). WebPT learning also improves with a correct ordering of significant dimensions such as quantity, day and time, and with the inclusion of significant dimensions in the WebPT. We then use the WebPT prediction of delay in a scrambling enabled optimizer. We identify when WebPT overestimation or underestimation of the real delay is unsafe and results in a penalty, and when the prediction error is safe, and there is no penalty. We test how good the WebPT prediction is in minimizing these penalties, for the experiment data.
In future work, we will refine the idea of initial delay versus response time, and we will investigate tuning the scrambling algorithm using the WebPT confidence in its prediction. We will augment the WebPT qf b with performance data collected from other monitoring techniques. We also plan to study the WebPT performance in an experimental environment, in assisting the Web Query Optimizer. We have already completed a comparison of the WebPT learning with online and offline NN learning and the results are reported in [6] .
A χ 2 Analysis for observation O2 Figure 22 provides details of the χ 2 contingency test values for observation O2. The complete data analysis are in [10] . 
